
THE SACRAMENT OF THE MARRIAGE 

 

“Who knows today this sacrament that God has founded, engraving in your heart the 

love, that love that in this sacrament is express, because belongs of that love, of that 

root of love that comes from God and that God engraves in every creature that He 

creates? Today this sacrament is not recognized instead by the men, if not by a few 

men  that are sensitive to the divine Laws. Because today nobody wants to sacrifice 

because this belongs to an ancient human law, here that when the things among the 

consorts don't go it don’t try to understand the heart and the attitudes of whose is 

nearby us, but it loosens this sacrament and this couple with absolute indifference, to 

try to find a mate or a companion with which to divide my life, but with these 

companions there is not middle a sacrament and that love that unite you, is not that 

unite you the same sacrament. The Saint Spirit if invoked in the necessities, in the 

difficulties among consorts couples united by the tie of the religious marriage will 

send on the same strength, patience, understanding, and the consorts recover little 

by little almost inexplicably that feelings, that union that the Spirit Saint seals in their 

hearts. Here that love that God has put in the heart of both in the moment of the 

marriage is relighted, strengthened and fed by the same Saint Spirit. This must be 

preserved in the time from the prayers, from the sacrifice, from the offer, at least of 

one of the consorts to the Lord and that Spirit of love that it is seal of love for every 

couple of christian spouses. Don’t you think about being able to do or to resolve your 

problems with the help of the men, that men that with the human law believe to be 

able to resolve every situation through the documents. Your relationships that you 

believe resolved will be tense more and more, more difficult and in your heart, in your 

hearts, there will be never that liberty that there will be also in the difficulties of when 

your marriage is blessed from your God. When in the difficulties you will invoke the 

help of God, He will always come in your help”. 
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